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Loading an optical dipole trap

S. J. M. Kuppens, K. L. Corwin, K. W. Miller, T. E. Chupp,* and C. E. Wieman
JILA, University of Colorado and National Institute for Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440

~Received 18 October 1999; published 13 June 2000!

We present a detailed experimental study of the physics involved in transferring atoms from a magneto-
optical trap~MOT! to an optical dipole trap. The loading is a dynamical process determined by a loading rate
and a density dependent loss rate. The loading rate depends on cooling and the flux of atoms into the trapping
volume, and the loss rate is due to excited state collisions induced by the MOT light fields. From this study we
found ways to optimize the loading of the optical dipole trap. Key ingredients for maximum loading are found
to be a reduction of the hyperfine repump intensity, increased detuning of the MOT light, and a displacement
of the optical dipole trap center with respect to the MOT. A factor of 2 increase in the number of loaded atoms
is demonstrated by using a hyperfine repump beam with a shadow in it. In this way we load 83106 85Rb atoms
into a 1 mKdeep optical dipole trap with a waist of 58mm, which is 40% of the atoms initially trapped in the
MOT.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, many different schemes for prepa
and trapping ultracold and dense samples of atoms have
demonstrated. Of these, the optical dipole trap@1# requires
no magnetic fields and relatively few optical excitations
provide a conservative and tightly confining trapping pote
tial. These characteristics make it an appealing option
various metrology applications such as parity nonconse
tion andb-decay asymmetry measurements. It may also
an option for reaching Bose-Einstein condensation in
purely optical trap. For these applications, large sample
atoms must be transferred into the dipole trap. This is alm
always done from a magneto-optical trap~MOT! @2#. How-
ever, the processes determining the transfer between
MOT and the optical dipole trap are poorly understood. H
we give a detailed description and explanation of the load
process and suggest ways in which to improve the loadi

The simplest optical dipole trap consists of a focus
single Gaussian laser beam. Typically, the light is detu
below the atomic resonance, from a few tenths of a nan
eter to several tens of nanometers. The latter are called
off-resonance traps~FORTs! @3#. We will use the abbrevia-
tion FORT in discussing optical dipole traps. Conceptually
FORT works as follows: The ac Stark shift induced by t
trapping light lowers the ground state energy of the ato
proportionally to the local intensity. The spatial dependen
of the atomic potential energy is therefore equivalent to
spatial dependence of the light intensity. The atom has
lowest energy in the focus of the trapping beam and
therefore be trapped there. For very large detuning, typic
several nanometers, the photon scattering rate become
low that the potential is truly conservative.

The first FORTs were running-wave Gaussian la
beams focused to a waist of about 10mm @1,3#. By alternat-
ing the FORT with an optical molasses that cooled ato

*Permanent address: Department of Physics, University of Mi
gan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
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into the trap@1,3#, about 500 to 1300 atoms were loaded.
later work @4–6#, the FORT was loaded by overlapping
with a MOT continuously, which improved the number
atoms that was transferred to 106.

A key step in the loading of a FORT from a MOT is
strong reduction of the hyperfine repump power in the l
10–30 ms of the overlap between the traps. It has been
jectured@4# that this reduction helps because it reduces th
density limiting processes, namely, radiative repuls
forces, photoassociative collisions, and ground state hy
fine changing collisions. However, to our knowledge, the
has not yet been an extensive study of the loading proc
Therefore, in this paper we present a detailed and com
hensive investigation of the many mechanisms that gov
the loading process.

We find that loading a FORT from a MOT is an interes
ing dynamical process rich in physics. As illustrated in F
1, the number of atoms in the FORT first increases rapi
and nearly linearly in time until loss mechanisms set a lim
to the maximum number. The loading rate and loss proce
both depend in complex ways on the laser fields involv
One factor that determines the loading rate is the flux
atoms into the trapping volume. This flux depends on
MOT density and temperature, i.e., average velocity, of

i- FIG. 1. Number of atomsN in the FORT during loading, for a
trap depth of 1 mK and a waist of 26mm.
©2000 The American Physical Society06-1
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atoms in the MOT. Cooling mechanisms must also be ac
in the region where the MOT and FORT overlap for t
atoms to be trapped in the FORT. Both the flux and
probability for trapping depend on the trap depth and lig
shifts inherent to the FORT.

Losses from the trap can be caused by heating me
nisms and collisional processes. Contributions to hea
arise from spontaneously scattered FORT light photo
background gas collisions@7,8#, intensity fluctuations, and
the pointing stability of the FORT beam@9#. However, for
large numbers of atoms, the losses are dominated by c
sional processes@10#, including photoassociation, spi
exchange/ground state hyperfine changing collisions, and
diative escape. Photoassociative collisions can be induce
the FORT light itself and lead to untrapped molecules. D
ing a ground state hyperfine changing collision the ato
gain as much as the hyperfine energy splitting in kine
energy~0.14 K for 85Rb), which is enough to eject them ou
of the FORT. In radiative escape, an atom is optically
cited and reemits during a collision, and the attractive dipo
induced interaction between the excited and nonexcited
oms leads to an increase of kinetic energy that is enoug
eject an atom from the trap.

The loading and loss rates depend on the shape and d
of the optical potential, as well as the intensity and detun
of the MOT light fields. By studying the loading rate an
loss rate separately as a function of these parameters we
obtained a detailed understanding of the FORT loading p
cess. This understanding has allowed us to optimize par
eters in order to improve our loading efficiency to high v
ues. Although we studied the loading of85Rb into a dipole
trap with a detuning of a few nanometers, the physical p
cesses and optimization should be generally applicable
other alkali-metal species and FORTs, when the FORT
depth exceeds the MOT atom temperature. In the oppo
regime, O’Haraet al. @11# have shown that a static equilibra
tion model applies in CO2 laser traps.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a mo
detailed expression for the depth and shape of the FO
potential is given. In Sec. III, our experimental setup is d
cussed, including the loading of the FORT and the diagno
tools for measuring the number of atoms and size of
trapped sample. In Sec. IV, we present measurements o
loading rate and loss rate as a function of different MOT a
FORT parameters. In Sec. V, the temperature of the atom
the FORT is given. In Sec. VI, the loss rates of the FORT
the absence of MOT light are discussed. In Sec. VII,
present a physical model of the loading process that expl
the data presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. VIII, we discuss h
our model explains the interdependencies of the MOT
FORT parameters. In Sec. IX, we demonstrate how, base
our understanding of the FORT loading process, the num
of trapped atoms can be improved using a shadowed rep
beam. Finally, Sec. X contains summarizing remarks a
discusses the general applicability of our results to ot
traps.

II. FORT POTENTIAL

The trapping potential is given by the Gaussian shape
the laser beam,
01340
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U~r ,z!5U0

exp@22r 2/w~z!2#

11~z/zR!2
, ~1!

with r and z the radial and longitudinal coordinates,w(z)
5w0A11(z/zR)2 the beam radius as a function of longitu
dinal position, andzR the beam Rayleigh range@12#. For an
alkali-metal atom, the depth of the potentialU0 is calculated
from @13#

U05
\gI 0

24I S
F S 1

d1/2
1

2

d3/2
D2gFmFA12e2S 1

d1/2
2

1

d3/2
D G ,

~2!

whereg is the natural linewidth,mF is the Zeeman subleve
of the atoms, gF5@F(F11)1S(S11)2I (I 11)#/@F(F
11)#, I S is the saturation intensity, defined asI S

52p2\cg/(3l3), andI 0 is the peak intensity 2P/(pw0
2) in

terms of the laser powerP @12#. The detuningsd1/2 andd3/2
~in units of g) represent the difference between the la
frequency and theD1 andD2 transition frequencies, respec
tively. For Rb,g52p36.1 MHz.

The second term on the right hand side of Eq.~2! de-
scribes the optical Zeeman splitting@14# in terms of the el-
lipticity e of the light polarization@15#. In this paper we
mainly focus on linearly polarized trapping light, i.e.,e51.
However, in Sec. IV G we discuss how the loading of t
FORT is affected when optical Zeeman splittings are pres
due to elliptical polarization of the FORT light.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig
The starting point of all the experiments described here
MOT, which collects85Rb atoms from a 5310210 Torr va-
por and contains a maximum of about 33108 atoms in
steady state with a filling time constant of'12 s. Two
extended-cavity diode lasers, both stabilized to atomic li
in 85Rb at 780 nm with a dichroic atomic vapor laser lo
@16# are used for the MOT. One laser provides 6 mW f
trapping and cooling~divided between three retro-reflecte
beams! and is tuned red of the 52S1/2F53→5 2P3/2F854
transition by an amount denoted asDM . We refer to this
light as the ‘‘primary’’ MOT light, and denote its total six
beam intensity byI M . The beams have a Gaussian bea
radius of 9.3 mm. The other MOT laser is used for hyperfi

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.
6-2
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LOADING AN OPTICAL DIPOLE TRAP PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
repumping and is tuned near the 52S1/2F52→5 2P3/2F8
53 transition. We refer to this light as the ‘‘repump’’ ligh
and denote its detuning asDR (DR50 unless otherwise in
dicated!. We use one single retroreflected beam of intens
I R53 mW/cm2 for repumping the MOT. Both laser beam
have acousto-optic modulators~AOMs! in them for temporal
control of the light intensity. The magnetic field gradient
the quadrupole field along the strong axis is 5 G/cm, and
be switched off within 3 ms.

The FORT light is generated with a home-built titanium
sapphire laser, with a nominal output power of 1.2 W. Af
passing through an AOM, the first order is intensity sta
lized, collimated, and expanded. The beam is focused
the vacuum chamber with a 20 cm focal length doublet l
to a focus of radiusw0526 mm (1/e2 intensity!, unless
stated otherwise. The detuning from the D2 line is typically 2
to 4 nm to the red. ForP5300 mW, w0526 mm, andl
5784 nm the well depthU0 /kB521.4 mK. Approximat-
ing the center region of the FORT potential as harmonic,
trap oscillation frequencies are 4.6 kHz and 34 Hz in
transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. Note
the trap as a whole is highly anharmonic at the edges.
peak photon scattering rate for these parameters is 1.3

Loading and diagnostics

The sequence for loading the FORT from the MOT a
measuring the number of atoms is as follows. The MOT fi
for typically 3 s at an optimum detuning ofDM'22g, and
at maximum repump intensity. This results in typically
3107 atoms in the MOT. We then switch on the FOR
while simultaneously increasing the detuning of the prim
MOT light and reducing the repump light intensity. We w
refer to this stage in the timing cycle as the ‘‘FORT loadi
stage,’’ which is typically 20–200 ms long, depending
FORT parameters. The primary MOT light, MOT repum
light, and magnetic fields are switched off, and the atoms
held in the FORT for a variable length of time, but at lea
100 ms, before the detection light comes on, so that the M
cloud can fall out of the detection region. The atoms are t
released from the FORT and detected by turning on
MOT light ~primary and repump! but no magnetic field, with
the primary MOT light frequency now closer to resonan
DM'2g/2. The number of atomsN is determined from the
amount of fluorescence@17# collected with a low noise pho
todiode. Under some circumstances, the cloud of ato
trapped in the FORT is so large that it extends beyond
field of view of our photodetector. In this case the numbe
measured by recapturing them into a MOT. For this case
detection must be delayed for at least 250 ms to give
MOT cloud time to fall out of the MOT beams.

The number of atoms in the FORT is measured as a fu
tion of storage time. We call this a lifetime curve. A typic
example of a lifetime curve is shown in Fig. 3. Note that t
number of atoms does not have a simple exponential de
dence on time. We find that the loss of atoms is well d
scribed by
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52GN2b8N2, ~3!

with G an exponential loss rate andb8 a collisional loss
coefficient. We use the analytical solution of Eq.~3! as a fit
function to the data to find the numberN0 initially trapped,
as well as values ofG andb8 ~see Sec. VI!. The prime onb8
is used to refer to atom number loss instead of density lo

We use absorption imaging to measure the size and t
perature of the MOT cloud as well as the cloud of atoms
the FORT. Our imaging system consists of a two-lens te
scope making a one-to-one image onto a charge-coup
device~CCD! array. The lenses are 18 cm focal length c
mented doublets. The line of view is perpendicular to t
FORT beam. This allows us to observe the transverse as
as longitudinal shape of the cloud of atoms trapped in
FORT.

IV. DYNAMICS OF THE LOADING PROCESS

In Fig. 1 we showed that the transfer of atoms from t
MOT to the FORT is a dynamical process, in which t
number of atoms loaded into the FORT increases rap
until a competing process causes the number to reac
maximum and then decrease at later times. Here we inve
gate the precise shape of the loading curve in more de
The number of atoms in the FORT for longer loading tim
is shown in Fig. 4.

The shape of the loading curve is explained as follow
Initially, the number of atoms in the FORT increases
N(t)5R0t. But at larger times the number starts to roll ove
This occurs for two reasons. First, the MOT loses atoms
to the reduced repump intensity and different detuning of
primary MOT light. This reduces the loading rate. Secon
the trap loss rates become large enough to counterac
loading.

Similarly to Eq. ~3! we find that the shape of the FOR
loading curve is well described by

dN

dt
5R0 exp~2gMOTt !2GLN2bL8N2, ~4!

FIG. 3. Number of atoms remaining in the FORT as a funct
of time, for trap parametersw0526 mm, P5290 mW, l
5782.5 nm. The trap depth isU0 /kB522.3 mK. The solid curve
is a fit of Eq.~3! to the data.
6-3
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KUPPENS, CORWIN, MILLER, CHUPP, AND WIEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
wheregMOT is the rate at which the MOT loses atoms due
the change of MOT light detuning and repump intensity, a
GL andbL8 characterize density independent and density
pendent losses. The subscript ‘‘L’’ expresses the fact that
loss rates during loading are generally different from tho
during storage in the FORT without any MOT light prese

Four parameters determine the loading:R0 , gMOT , GL ,
andbL8 . To understand the physics of the loading process
must therefore determine these four parameters under a
riety of conditions. The initial loading rateR0 can be deter-
mined directly from the initial slope of the loading curv
Then gMOT can be determined by measuring the rate
which the MOT fluorescence decreases during the FO
loading stage. We confirmed this explicitly by allowing th
MOT to dissipate for a variable length of timetd before
the start of the FORT loading stage. The initial slope
the loading curve R(td) was observed to beR(td)
5R0 exp(2gMOTtd), consistent with the MOT fluorescenc
measurement. The rate constantsbL8 andGL can then be de-
termined by fitting the numerical solution of Eq.~4! to the
data. The solid curve in Fig. 4 is such a fit, indicating ho
well the loading process is described by Eq.~4!. With R0 and
gMOT constrained to the directly measured values, as m
tioned above, the extracted values ofbL8 and GL show that
the 2bL8N2 loss term clearly dominates over the2GLN
term. This is most apparent in the slope of the tail of the lo
curve. Thus, collisional processes dominate the losses f
the FORT during its loading.

The losses during the loading of the FORT can be stud
independently from the loading rate. This is done as follo
The FORT is first loaded under optimum conditions, and
atoms are stored for 100 ms, after which the MOT lasers
switched back on, with no magnetic field, for the remaind
of the FORT storage time. At the end of this cycle, we det
the number of atoms remaining in the FORT. We refer
such a measurement as a loss curve measurement. In
way we can study the effect of the MOT light field param
eters on the loss rate; i.e., we have eliminated the load

FIG. 4. Number of atoms loaded in the FORT as a function
FORT loading stage duration, for trap parametersw0

526 mm, P5305 mW, andl5784.5 nm. Primary MOT inten-
sity I M58.2 mW/cm2 and MOT repump intensity I R

54.7 mW/cm2. The solid curve is a fit of Eq.~4! to the data. The
loss coefficientbL85(1.5660.22)31025(atoms s )21; see text.
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term in Eq. ~4!. With the MOT lasers on, the loss rate
much larger than in the absence of any MOT light and co
pletely dominated by density dependent lossesbL8 . The re-
sult of such a measurement is shown in Fig. 5 (m), which
also contains the lifetime curve (d) recorded in the absenc
of MOT light. Comparing corresponding loading and lo
curves we find the same values ofbL8 from the different types
of data sets to within a 30% spread. The advantage of m
suring a loss curve is that we can independently change
the MOT light field parameters without altering the numb
of atoms initially loaded into the FORT.

The nice agreement between the value ofbL8 determined
from the loading curve in Fig. 4 and the loss curve in Fig.
taken for identical MOT and FORT parameters, gives go
confidence that Eq.~4! describes the physics involved i
loading the FORT.

The fact that collisional losses,bL8 , dominate the tail of
the loading curve can also be seen in another way. If
neglects the2GLN term in Eq.~4! and sets the loading rat
to be constant atR0, i.e., assuming that the MOT does n
lose atoms during the loading of the FORT, the steady s
solution of Eq.~4! is

Nst5AR0 /bL8. ~5!

Substituting the values ofR0 and bL8 obtained as discusse
above, the calculatedNst agrees to within 10% with the
maxima of the loading curve.

We did some extra checks on the accuracy of fitting E
~4! to the data. One test was to set all four parameters in
~4! free. This reproduced the independently determined v
ues ofR0 andgMOT , as well as those ofGL andbL8 , with GL

the least well determined. BothgMOT and GL give rise to
exponential decay and are therefore strongly coupled in

f
FIG. 5. Number of atoms in the FORT vs time, without an

MOT light (d) and with MOT light on (m); primary MOT inten-
sity I M58.2 mW/cm2, and MOT repump intensity I R

54.7 mW/cm2, for trap parametersw0526 mm, P5305 mW,
and l5784.5 nm. The curves are fits of Eq.~3! to the data. The
number dependent loss rates areb85(1.4260.05)
31026(atoms s)21 and bL85(1.460.1)31025(atoms s)21, for
the atoms stored in the FORT without any MOT and with MO
light, respectively.
6-4
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LOADING AN OPTICAL DIPOLE TRAP PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
least squares fit. Most often, we find that the fit determine
GL within error of zero and agMOT within 20% of the value
determined directly from the MOT fluorescence. Assum
that the value ofGL should at least be as big as that of t
trap in the absence of the MOT light, we set it to that va
and see no significant change in the value ofbL8 . Fitting the
loading curves with these constraints and different comb
tions of free parameters, we find a spread in thebL8 values of
up to 30% for a given data set, which is more than adequ
for the analysis given below. We are now in a position
investigate the loading of the FORT in terms ofR0 andbL8
separately, by measuring either load curves or loss curv

A. Hyperfine repump intensity and detuning

A commonly used technique to improve the loading o
FORT is to reduce the hyperfine repump intensity. Here
show how the intensity and detuning of the repump lig
affect the loading rateR0 as well as the loss ratebL8 . We
concentrate first on the dependence of the loading rate
loss rate on the hyperfine repump intensity at resonanceF
52→F853). The data in Fig. 6 show that for the maximu
I M there is a critical repump intensity below which the MO
is not sustained during the FORT loading stage and the lo
ing rate goes to zero. ForI R above that critical value, the
loading rate decreases slightly because the density in
MOT decreases due to radiative repulsion. The optim
level is aboutI R55 mW/cm2. Note that the loading rate o
the FORT is as high as 53107 atoms s21, which is a factor

FIG. 6. FORT loading rateR0 ~a! and loss coefficientbL8 ~b! as
a function of hyperfine repump light intensity, for trap paramet
w0526 mm, P5300 mW, andl5784.5 nm. The loss rate wa
measured forI M58 mW/cm2 (d), reduced MOT intensity ofI M

51 mW/cm2 (h), and complete absence of primary MOT lig
(m). The solid curves are fits to the data based on the model
scribed in Sec. VII A. Error bars are statistical and do not refl
systematic uncertainties inI M .
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2 higher than that of our MOT. The loss ratebL8 increases
rapidly with repump intensity and starts to saturate at h
repump intensity. For lowerI M , saturation sets in at lowe
repump intensities andbL8 is smaller.

The optimum repump intensity is intimately linked to th
repump detuning. This interdependence is shown in Fig
where the maximum number of atoms loaded into the FO
is plotted versusDR for different values ofI R. IncreasingI R
from 1.4 mW/cm2 to 4 mW/cm2, we see that the number i
the trap increases, but the optimum repump detuning s
on resonance. Increasing the intensity to 280mW/cm2

causes the optimum repump detuning to redshift. Inter
ingly, the optimum number of atoms is loaded when t
repump scattering rate is the same for bothI R54 mW/cm2

andI R5280 mW/cm2 due to the different detuning, indicat
ing that an optimum repump scattering rate exists for load
the FORT. However, the number of atoms drops and
resonance broadens, which shows that the number of at
in the FORT is not determined by the repump scattering r
alone. This will be explained in more detail in Sec. VIII.

In summary, the loading rateR0 is optimal for a very low
repump intensity of about 5mW/cm2 and zero detuning.
The loss ratebL8 increases with repump intensity and
larger for higher intensity of the primary MOT light.

B. Primary MOT light intensity

Both R0 and bL8 depend on the primary MOT intensit
I M . The data in Fig. 8 show thatbL8 rises rapidly and then
saturates with increasingI M . The MOT intensity at which
saturation sets in is higher for higher repump intensiti
Combined with the dependence ofbL8 on repump intensity,
this suggests that excited state collisions leading to radia
escape are responsible for the losses during loading, a
confirmed by the model that we develop in Sec. VII. T
solid curves in Figs. 6~b! and 8~b! are based on this mode
and agree very well with our data.

s

e-
t

FIG. 7. Number of atoms in FORT as a function of MOT h
perfine repump detuning for different repump intensitie
1.4 mW/cm2 (d), 4 mW/cm2 (h), and 280 mW/cm2 (*).
FORT parameters arew0526 mm, P5200 mW, and l
5798.1 nm. Solid curves are Lorentzians fitted to the data to gu
the eye. Detuning is relative to the unperturbedF52→F853 re-
pump transition.
6-5
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KUPPENS, CORWIN, MILLER, CHUPP, AND WIEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
As shown in Fig. 8, the loading rateR0 increases nearly
linearly with I M . As will be argued in Sec. VII, this implies
that the loading rate strongly depends on the cooling mec
nisms in the MOT.

C. Role of MOT detuning

Both R0 andbL8 depend also on MOT detuning, as show
in Fig. 9. For these data,I R is reduced to the value that give
optimum loading into the FORT. A maximum inR0 is ob-
served at aboutDM'230 MHz. At slightly larger detuning
the loss ratebL8 has a minimum. The maximum number
atoms is loaded into the FORT at a detuning close to
maximum in the loading rate and simultaneous minimum
the loss rate.

We also observe that the optimum detuning of the p
mary MOT light during the loading stage depends on
depth of the FORT. This is illustrated in Fig. 10. For deep
traps, the optimum detuning is smaller. The FORT depth w
varied by changing the wavelength and power of the FO
light.

D. Role of the magnetic field gradient

In order to determine the influence of the MOT magne
field gradient, we measuredR0 andN0 for different currents
in the MOT coils during the FORT loading stage. We findR0
to be nearly independent of the magnetic field gradient in
range from 1.5 to 17.5 G/cm. At very small or very larg
gradients, however, atoms are rapidly lost from the MO
during the FORT loading stage, which strongly reducesN0

FIG. 8. FORT loading rateR0 for a repump intensity of
5 mW/cm2 ~a! and loss coefficientbL8 ~b! as a function of primary
MOT light intensity, wherebL8 was measured for zero repump in
tensity (h) and I R55 mW/cm2 (d). The solid curve in~a! is
derived from the model described in Sec. VII B. The solid curves
~b! are fits to the data of the model described in Sec. VII A. FO
parameters as in Fig. 6.
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because it shortens the effective loading time. At interme
ate gradients, in the range from 3.5 to 12.0 G/cm, the los
from the MOT are small, with the maximum number load
near 5.0 G/cm.

E. Alignment with respect to the MOT

Another factor affecting the FORT loading is the relati
alignment of the FORT with respect to the MOT. We fin
that the loading rate is optimum with a longitudinal displac
ment between the center of the FORT and the MOT. T
optimum displacement depends on the FORT depth. Abs
tion imaging is used to determine the separation between
FORT and the MOT. We observe that the displacement
which the loading rate is optimized increases with trap dep
Typically the displacement between the focus of the FO
and the MOT is about one-half a MOT diameter.

n

FIG. 9. FORT loading rateR0 ~a! and loss coefficientbL8 ~b! as
a function of the primary MOT light detuningDM during loading.
The repump intensity is 5mW/cm2. For trap parametersw0

526 mm, P5300 mW, andl5784.5 nm.

FIG. 10. MOT detuning for maximum number of atoms load
into the FORT versus trap depth,w0526 mm.
6-6
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In shallower traps the displaced loading of the ato
causes an initial sloshing of the atoms in the longitudi
direction. The sample of atoms can be seen to make one
one-half oscillations before it thermalizes at the center of
FORT; this takes about 100 ms.

F. Dependence on FORT depth

We measured how the loading rate, loss rate, and t
number of atoms trapped in the FORT depends on the
depth. This is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. For each data po
the MOT detuning, repump intensity, and alignment of t
FORT with respect to the MOT were optimized to give t
highest number of atoms in the FORT. The primary MO
light intensity was fixed at the highest available value
8 mW/cm2, which optimizes the loading rate~see Sec.
IV B !. The waist of the trapping beam is fixed, and the tr

FIG. 11. Number of atoms loaded into the FORT as a funct
of trap depth forw0526 mm (d) andw0522 mm (m). For the
latter data set, the steady state number@see Eq.~5!# is calculated
from R0 andbL8 ~taken from Fig. 12 below! and plotted ass.

FIG. 12. FORT Loading rateR0 ~a! and loss ratebL8 ~b! as a
function of trap depthU0 for w0526 mm.
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depth is varied by changing both the detuning and powe
the FORT beam. The dependence ofN0 on trap depth can be
explained as an increase inR0 and a reduction ofbL8 as the
trap gets deeper. This is illustrated by the data shown in
12.

For comparison to the data in Fig. 11, we calculatedNst

using Eq. ~5! by inserting the measuredR0 and bL8 . The
calculated valuesNst (s in Fig. 11! agree well with the
measured number and depend linearly on trap depth up
mK. At 6 mK, N0 lies below the extrapolated straight lin
becausebL8 cannot decrease below the value obtained in
absence of MOT light.

For a waist of 26mm, we have observed transfer effi
ciencies from the MOT to the FORT of 20%. For traps wi
a larger waist,w0540 mm, transfer efficiencies of 40% an
higher have been observed. If we compare FORTs w
about the same depth ofU0'21 mK but different waists,
we observe that more atoms are loaded when the wais
bigger. This is mainly due to an increase of the loading r
~see Sec. VII B!. Changing the waist from 26mm to
75 mm, we observed a strong reduction of the lifetime of t
trapped sample. We could attribute this reduction to the f
that the scattering force became stronger than the trap
force @1#.

G. Effect of elliptically polarized FORT light

As the data in Fig. 13 show, the polarization of the FOR
light has a profound effect on the number of atoms load
into the FORT. A change of the ellipticity@15# from linear
polarization,e50.999, to slightly elliptical polarization,e
50.915, causes the number of atoms to drop by a factor o
At e50.852 the number dropped by more than an order
magnitude. The drop in number is caused by a combina
of effects. Analysis of the shape of the load curves in Fig.
shows that the loading rate is reduced by an order of ma
tude and the exponential loss rateGL is increased by a facto
of 4. The increase ofGL we ascribe to the ground state dipo
force fluctuations related to the optical Zeeman splittin
@second term on the right hand side of Eq.~2!# induced by
the ellipticity of the light@18#. The optical Zeeman splittings

n FIG. 13. Number of atoms in the FORT as a function of loadi
time for three different ellipticities of the FORT light. In descen
ing order of the curves,e50.999, 0.915, and 0.852. The FOR
parameters arew0522 mm, P5600 mW, andl5784.5 nm.
6-7
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KUPPENS, CORWIN, MILLER, CHUPP, AND WIEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
can also be expected to interfere with the functioning of
MOT and thus reduce the loading rate. In the center of
FORT, the splitting corresponds to that of a magnetic field
13 G. Although our MOT operates in the sub-Doppler
gime, these large splittings disrupt even the Doppler coo
and trapping mechanisms of the MOT, which we believe
mainly responsible for loading of the FORT.

V. TEMPERATURE

We measured the temperature of the atoms in the FO
for different trap depths. The temperatureT of the atoms in
the FORT was determined from the rate at which the clo
of trapped atoms expands after release. The density dist
tion is well described by a Gaussian of widths that increases
upon expansion asAs0

21(kBT/m)t2. For the data shown in
Fig. 14 we used the expansion in the transverse directio
obtain T. The initial aspect ratio of the cloud is 33 t
3000 mm. We confirmed that within experimental unce
tainties the temperatures in the transverse and longitud
directions are the same. Note that for the deeper traps
temperature is much higher than that of the atoms in
MOT, which is about 30mK to 120 mK, depending on the
MOT detuning. Over the range of trap depths that we inv
tigated the temperature is a fixed fraction 0.4 of the FO
depth.

VI. TRAP LIFETIME

The number of atoms in the trap decreases after the tra
loaded, as shown in Fig. 3. In the absence of any MOT lig
the loss of the trapped sample has a number dependent~col-
lisional! portion and a purely exponential part, as describ
by Eq. ~3!.

Typically, the exponential lifetime 1/G is between 1 s and
10 s, depending on the trap parameters. The lifetime
creases with decreasing FORT scattering rate, until a l
('10 s) is reached that we believe is set by the backgro
vapor pressure.

The collisional loss, characterized byb8, depends on the
wavelength and waist size of the FORT beam. We obse
clear resonances inb8, consistent with photoassociatio
lines. Between these lines, we see a nonzero backgro

FIG. 14. Temperature of the atoms in the FORT as a function
trap depth, forw0526 mm. Solid line is a linear regression givin
a slopeT/uU0u50.4.
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level that presumably is due to ground state hyperfine cha
ing collisions. This background level depends on the FO
light polarization. In a circularly polarized FORT@18#, the
atoms are spin polarized in one of the stretched states o
F53 ground state, from which hyperfine changing collisio
are suppressed. In our trap, we see a factor of 2 reductio
b8 in between the photoassociation lines when the polar
tion is changed from linear to circular.

VII. ANALYSIS

A. Analysis of density dependent losses

The main features that we have observed in our data
the strong increase (3100) of the collisional loss coefficien
bL8 when the MOT light is present and the strong depende
of this loss rate on the MOT parameters. As we will show
this section, density dependent losses during the loadin
the FORT are mainly due to radiative escape collisions
duced by the MOT light. In the unperturbed FORT, grou
state hyperfine changing collisions are the dominant loss
cess.

1. Conversion to density dependent loss

The typical mechanism driving the collisional loss pr
cess in the FORT is more easily identified when the m
sured rate coefficientsb8 and bL8 are converted to density
related, volume independent rate coefficientsb andbL . The
relation between these isb5b8V, with V the volume of the
sample of atoms. The volume is found by approximating
trapped sample of atoms as a cylinder with radius and len
determined by the size of the FORT beam focus and
temperature of the atoms. The volume is then given by

V5pw0
2zR lnS 1

12h DA h

12h
, ~6!

whereh5kBT/uU0u is shown in Sec. V to be a constant 0.
regardless of the FORT parameters. Thus the volu
changes only whenw0 changes.

2. Density dependent loss from the FORT
without the MOT present

Density dependent losses from the FORT when there
no MOT light present are due to both photoassociation
ground state hyperfine changing collisions, as mentione
Sec. VI. Between photoassociation lines, the values ofb8 do
not depend strongly on the FORT laser power or wavelen
but change strongly with the trap volumeV. Note that, be-
causezR}w0

2 , V}w0
4. However, the resultingb5b8V5(4

62)310212 cm3 s21, for waists ranging from 25mm to
58 mm. This value ofb agrees well with the value of 4
310212 cm3 s21 reported by Miller@19#.

3. Density dependent loss from the FORT during loading

In the case of loading the FORT, the density depend
losses are due to light-assisted collisions. To demonst
this, we compare them with measured rates in MOTs, wh
light-assisted collisions have been extensively studied. T

f
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LOADING AN OPTICAL DIPOLE TRAP PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
comparison is complicated by the difference in trap de
between the MOT and the FORT~1 K vs 1 mK! and also the
difference in fractional occupation of the upper hyperfi
component of the ground state. In the case of the MOT,
fractional population of the lower hyperfine component
negligible, and the loss term is written asbn2, wheren is the
total density of atoms in the MOT. In general,b depends
linearly on the intensity of the assisting light.

These light-assisted collisions, as described by Gallag
and Pritchard@20#, are due to two mechanisms: fine structu
changing collisions and radiative escape. It has been sh
that these two mechanisms contribute with the same orde
magnitude to the trap loss@21,22# in 1 K deep MOTs. Ra-
diative escape is predicted to scale almost inversely with
depth (b;U0

25/6) @22,23# for trap depths; 1 K, but the
fractional contribution of fine structure changing collisio
should decrease with decreasing trap depth. Therefore
can neglect the contribution from fine structure changing c
lisions tob in describing the losses that occur during loadi
of the 1 mK deep FORT.

The fractional ground state population affects the loss
in the following way. For radiative escape to occur, at le
one of the two colliding atoms must be in the upper hyp
fine ground state (F53). The MOT light is too far detuned
to excite an atom from the lower ground state (F52) to a
higher lying molecular state during a collision. Therefo
the loss term takes the form ofbn3(n21n3), wheren3 is the
density of atoms in theF53 state,n2 is the density of atoms
in the F52 state, andn21n35n.

The fraction of atoms in theF53 state depends on th
relative optical pumping rates of the primary MOT laserF
53→F853→F52) as compared with the repump las
(F52→F853→F53). We derive the fraction of atoms i
the F53 state from a simple two-level rate equation mod
which results inn3 /n5I R/(I R1aIM), wherea is a constant
that reflects the relative optical pumping rates. These r
depend on the ac Stark shifts induced by the FORT, in a
tion to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the frequency
each laser. The average shift in the transition frequency
atoms in the FORT (Dac) was extracted from Fig. 7 an
found to beDac52.3g. This results ina50.02. The experi-
mentally determined loss rate coefficient is then

bL85
K I M

V

I R

I R1aIM
, ~7!

whereK is a constant related to the density dependent
rate, independent of optical pumping effects. We again
the volumeV given by Eq.~6! to make the translation from
the typical density dependent loss rate to the loss coeffic
that we measure in our experiments. Forw0526 mm, we
find V51.331026 cm3.

The behavior described by Eq.~7! is clearly seen in the
measured dependence ofbL8 on bothI M and I R as shown in
Figs. 6~b! and 8~b!. The solid curves in these plots are fits
Eq. ~7! to the data, withK the only free parameter. The fits t
the different data sets give K5(1.160.5)
310210 cm5 mW21 s21, where the spread is due to the d
ferent values we find by fitting different data sets taken
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different days. We see that Eq.~7! gives a good description
of the measured MOT and repump intensity dependence
the loss rate during loading of the FORT.

For a comparison of our numbers with those norma
found in MOTs we setn3 /n51, assuming all atoms are i
the F53 ground state as they would be in a MOT. Th
bL5KI M . For I M510 mW/cm2 we find bL51
31029 cm3/s. In contrast, a MOT with comparable powe
and detunings has a loss rate of (1 –4)310212 cm3/s @24–
26,23#, which is a factor of 250 to 1000 smaller than o
measured value. As shown below, this difference is due
the smaller depth of the FORT.

In order to explain the increased loss rate observed du
loading of the FORT as compared to a MOT, we will discu
in more detail how the FORT depth affects the radiat
escape loss rate. In the case of a MOT, the dependenceb,
due to radiative escape, on the trap depth is predicted to
asU0

25/6 in the limit of large trap depths@22,23#. However,
some of the assumptions used to derive this depende
break down at smaller trap depths. Therefore, to calculatebL
for the FORT, we perform a numerical calculation of th
radiative escape process, using the semiclassical Gallag
Pritchard ~GP! model @20#. Given the uncertainties in ou
measuredbL , a more detailed calculation is unwarrante
Therefore, we do not include angular momentum consid
ations or enhanced survival probability as described by J
enne and Vigue@22# or any corrections for the hyperfin
splittings as introduced by Lettet al. @21#. Instead, we ap-
proximate all of the involved intramolecular potentials as
single 2C3 /r 3 in the GP model, as formulated by Pete
et al. @27#, and integrate numerically.

Figure 15 shows an approximate intramolecular poten
for Rb. For initial excitation at radiusr 0, atoms are acceler
ated toward one another for some time before spontane
emission leaves two ground state atoms with more kin
energy than they had initially. If the kinetic energy picked
in the collision exceeds the depth of the trap, both atoms
be lost. The radius at which the pair acquires exactly eno
energy to be ejected from the trap is therefore called
critical radius r c , and the time required for the atoms
reach this is calledt0.

FIG. 15. Approximate intramolecular potential for Rb, withC3

571 Å 3 eV. The large graph shows the critical radiusr c for
U0 /kB521 K, while the inset depicts the same parameters
U0 /kB521 mK.
6-9
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KUPPENS, CORWIN, MILLER, CHUPP, AND WIEMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
Once the atoms reachr c , acceleration is very fast, and th
atom pair spends a short timet1 accelerating tor 50. If
spontaneous emission does not occur during this second
interval, the intramolecular separation will oscillate betwe
0 andr 0, making multiple orbits until spontaneous emissi
occurs. The probability of a lossy radiative escape event t
depends on the excitation probability atr 0 and the probabil-
ity of decay occurring whenr ,r c . Following Refs.@27# and
@28# we find

b}E 4pr 0
2dr0G~r 0!PRE~r 0!, ~8!

where the photon scattering rate of atoms in theF53 state,
G(r 0), is a function of the effective detuningD(r 0)5

2C3 /(r 0
3\)1DM with respect to the unperturbed atom

transition frequency. The probability of a radiative esca
event resulting in trap loss isPRE5sinh(gt1)/sinh@g(t01t1)#,
which reflects the important contribution of multiple orbi
@27#.

The result of the numerical integration of Eq.~8! for dif-
ferent trap depths is shown in Fig. 16. The dashed line in
cates a dependence ofb;U0

25/6 as predicted by Refs.@22#
and @23#. This clearly tracks our numerical integration
large trap depths, where it is expected to be valid. Exam
tion of the change inb with U0 shows that for a change i
U0 from 21 K to 21 mK, b increases by a factor of;50
~for n3 /n51). This ratio is at least a factor of 5 smaller tha
the experimentally observed ratio of 250. However, giv
the large uncertainties in the experimental determinationn
and n3 /n, as well as the approximations that go into t
calculations and the steep dependence of the results, the
sured and calculated numbers are not inconsistent. There
we believe that the enhanced loss rates we observe du
loading are consistent with light-assisted collisions.

FIG. 16. Radiative escape loss rate coefficientb calculated as a
function of trap depth. When the atoms have zero initial kine
energy,m correspond tob values forDAC1DM52g andd to 8g.
h depict 8g, but with an initial relative velocityv5kBT/m, corre-
sponding toT5800 mK. The dashed line representsb}U0

25/6 as
mentioned in the text.
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B. A model for the FORT loading rate

The initial loading rate is the flux of atoms into the vo
ume of the FORT times the probability for an atom in th
volume to become trapped:

R05 1
4 nMOTv̄APtrap, ~9!

where nMOT is the density in the center of the MOT,v̄
5AkBT/m is the root mean square velocity of the atoms
the MOT, A is the effective surface area of the FORT, a
Ptrap is the trapping probability. For the discussion below, w
will assume that the MOT density is constant, i.e.,nMOT is
the density at the start of the loading stage.

As was shown in Fig. 9,R0 has a maximum atDM5
230 MHz. At the same detuning, the measured prod
nMOTATMOT has a maximum. This supports the idea th
R0}nMOTv̄.

In addition tonMOT and v̄, the loading rateR0 also de-
pends onA. For a trap with a waist of 26mm, the Rayleigh
range is 2.7 mm. This is about 5 times larger than the dia
eter DMOT of the cloud of atoms trapped in the MOT. Th
means that the FORT radius hardly changes over a dista
DMOT . Therefore we approximateA by the surface area of a
cylinder with lengthDMOT and an effective radiusr eff that
depends on the relative longitudinal position of the MO
with respect to the FORT. The radius is set by the posit
on the FORT potential where it becomes significant co
pared to the temperature of the atoms in the MO
U(r eff ,z)5Uc'2kBT. The effective radiusr eff(z) of the
FORT, depending onz andUc , is then

r eff~z!5Fw0
2

2
@11~z/zR!2# lnS U0

Uc

1

11~z/zR!2D G 1/2

.

~10!

In Fig. 17 this equipotential contour is plotted for differe
values ofU0 andU(r eff ,z)52100 mK. The bow tie shape
of these contours explains why the best loading is achie
when the FORT and MOT are displaced; the radius ha
maximum away from the focus. Moreover, for deeper tra

FIG. 17. Equipotential contours of the FORT forUc /kB5
2100 mK, U0 /kB521, 22, 23, and24 mK depth,~a!–~d!,
andw0526 mm.
6-10
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LOADING AN OPTICAL DIPOLE TRAP PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013406
the z at which the maximum radius occurs shifts to largez
values, just as in the loading data.

A typical initial MOT density during the FORT loading
stage is 231011 cm23, and the temperature ranges fro
30 mK to 100 mK, depending on detuning of the primar
MOT light. A reasonable value for the average speed in
dimension is thus v̄55 cm/s. The MOT diameter is
500 mm ~full width at half maximum!. For U0 /kB
521 mK and Uc /kB52100 mK the area A51
31023 cm2. Using these numbers, the loading rate is 2
3108 s21 if the trapping probabilityPtrap51. The loading
rate measured for such a trap is 33107 s21, implying Ptrap
'0.1.

The data in Fig. 8 show that the loading rate increa
nearly linearly with MOT intensity. However, it is know
that the MOT temperature and density in the sub-Dopp
regime scale as intensity and the inverse square root o
tensity, respectively@17,29#. The productnMOTv̄ is thus ex-
pected to show no strong dependence on MOT intensity.
have experimentally confirmed this by measuring the den
and temperature of the cloud of MOT atoms as a function
MOT intensity. Over the range of MOT intensities as in F
8, we find thatnMOTv̄A is nearly constant. Therefore, w
conclude that the observed increase of the loading rate
increasing MOT intensity arises from an intensity depe
dence of the trapping probabilityPtrap.

We estimatePtrap by using the following simple model
The atoms come into the trapping volume with a narr
distribution of velocities around an average velocityv̄. To be
trapped, an atom’s energy has to be reduced to below
edge of the trapping potential. The time scale for this
happen must be about one-half the oscillation periodt/2 of
the FORT in the strong direction, which is 150ms for the
above mentioned trap. The scattering of MOT laser phot
affects the atomic velocity in two ways. First, the atom sc
ters photons, which leads to heating, that is, a broadenin
its velocity distribution. The spread in velocity due to phot

scattering iss5A1
3 (\k/m)2Gscatt/2. Second, the frictiona

component of the scattering leads to a reduction of the
om’s average kinetic energy. The rate at which the at
loses energy isĖ52a v̄2, with a the friction coefficient.
This damping leads to a change in average velocity ofDv
5 v̄Aat/m in the characteristic timet/2.

The probability of being captured is the integral of t
shifted and broadened distribution,

Ptrap5E
v̄2Dv

` 1

A2ps
expS 2

v2

2s2D dv. ~11!

The integral leads to

Ptrap5
1

2 H 12erfF v̄

A2s
S 12Aat

m D G J . ~12!

For DM530 MHz andI M56 mW/cm2 the MOT scattering
rateGscat59.53105 s21, which makess56 cm/s.
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We obtain a value ofa from the formula given in Ref.
@23#, based on Doppler cooling. The damping rate calcula
from this formula increases linearly with MOT intensity fo
the velocities we are interested in. The values ofa and s
also depend on MOT detuning. There is a strong spatial
pendence of the effective MOT detuning due to the lig
shift induced by the FORT. We make the crude approxim
tion that the MOT is shifted out of resonance by one-half

FORT light shift. This results in v̄/s52 and a/m
5200 s21. The result of this model is plotted as a sol
curve in Fig. 8 and shows good agreement with the d
This is a very approximate treatment, but it clearly suppo
our general interpretation of the loading process.

VIII. SUMMARY

From our understanding of the loss process and the lo
ing rate, we are now in a position to explain the depend
cies presented in Sec. IV. We saw that more atoms
loaded into deeper FORTs because the loading rate incre
and the loss rate decreases. The loading rate increase
cause the effective FORT radius increases with trap de
which enhances the flux of atoms into the trap. The loss
decreases because the probability of light-assisted collisi
loss decreases when the trap is deeper. In addition, the
shift of the trap increases the effective detuning of the MO
light and repump light for the atoms in the trap, which r
duces their excitation rate, and therefore reduces radia
escape.

The data in Fig. 10 show that the MOT detuning at whi
loading is optimized is smaller for deeper FORTs. A dee
trap means larger light shifts of the atoms. The MOT detu
ing and the repump detuning are both blueshifted, so that
detuning of both lasers from the atoms becomes more n
tive ~red! in both cases. Due to the increased effective det
ings, the MOT cooling rate decreases, and the trapping p
ability thus decreases. By choosing a smaller MOT detun
the loading rate is increased.

The dependence on MOT detuning of thebL8 that we mea-
sured for a given trap depth~see Fig. 9! is also well de-
scribed by Eq.~7!. The detuning dependence enters throu
the parametera. At small MOT detunings, the MOT excita
tion rate is highest, andbL8 is therefore large. By increasin
the MOT detuning further,a becomes smaller. Therefore
aIM becomes negligible compared toI R, and bL8 becomes
independent of detuning.

In Sec. IV A, it was shown that loading is optimized fo
repump light of very low intensity that is tuned on resonan
We saw that the number of atoms in the FORT dropp
when the repump intensity was increased, but the repu
scattering rate was maintained by changing the repump
tuning. Increasing the repump intensity increases the
rate. Although the detuning is increased for the atoms in
MOT such that the scattering rate is the same for the M
atoms, the increased intensity still causes an increased
tering rate for the atoms trapped in the FORT.
6-11
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IX. ENHANCED AND QUASICONTINUOUS LOADING

The previous data and analysis show thatbL8 is very small
when the repump power is zero, and reducing the prim
MOT intensity also helps to reduce the loss rate. Howev
reducing these light intensities also reduces the loading r
It is possible to improve the ratio of loss to loading rate
changing the beam geometry. The loss rate only has to
eliminated in the volume occupied by the FORT, which c
be accomplished by inserting obstructions to block portio
of the MOT and repump beams.

To demonstrate this concept, we make a shadow in
repump beam. For this purpose an additional repump bea
used that copropagates with the FORT beam. A 0.6
opaque disk in this beam is imaged into the MOT and FO
region, such that the shadow covers the length of the FO
The peak intensity in this repump beam is increased fr
5 mW/cm2 to 460 mW/cm2, which is sufficient to preven
the MOT from being lost while loading the FORT. The MO
is still loaded as before using a repump beam withou
shadow. During the loading of the FORT, this repump be
is switched off, and the shadowed beam switched on. In
18 we show two measured loading curves. One shows lo
ing using the conventional method without the shadow a
with reduced repump power, and the second curve shows
new method with the shadowed beam and increased rep
power. The maximum number of loaded atoms doubles fr
3.93106 to 7.73106. The transfer efficiency from MOT to
FORT increased from 21% to 42%.

The increase in the number is caused by a decrease o
loss rate from bL85(3.560.5)31026 s21 to bL85(1.7
60.3)31026 s21 and a simultaneous increase of the loa
ing rate, from R055.83107 s21 to R0510.23107 s21.
The loading rate is increased, due to the fact that the M
density increases, by reducing the repump intensity in
center of the MOT.

The loss ratebL8 is still larger during loading with the
shadow than in the absence of all MOT light, where the l
rate b852.331027 s21. This is due to the fact that th
MOT light is not shadowed and the FORT acts as a v

FIG. 18. Number of atoms loaded into the FORT as a funct
of loading time, using normal loading (s) and enhanced loading
with a shadowed repump beam (d). The FORT parameters ar
w0558 mm, P5580 mW, andl5783.2 nm. The solid curves
are fits of Eq.~4! to the data.
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weak repump laser. Thus, placing additional shadows in
main MOT light may improve the loading even more, b
this requires a more complicated optical setup. By reduc
bL8 to the limit of no MOT light, while maintaining the sam
loading rate, the steady state number of atoms will be
3107, nearly all of the MOT atoms.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Our study can be summarized as follows. Deeper tr
load more atoms and the temperature is a fixed fraction
the trap depth. Optimum loading is achieved for very lo
repump scattering rate (I RP55 mW/cm2), and a MOT de-
tuning that depends on the FORT depth. Controlling the
ometry of the overlap of the MOT and FORT beams giv
substantial improvement. To maximize the number of ato
trapped in the FORT, these are the parameters to adjust

However, underneath this recipe lies a lot of interest
physics. Loading the FORT from a MOT is a dynamic
process, governed by a loading rateR0 and density depen
dent losses characterized bybL8 . During the loading, the
MOT light fields increase the FORT loss rate considerab
The main loss mechanism during loading of the FORT
radiative escape collision induced by the MOT light field
The loss rate is higher than in a MOT because the FOR
on the order of only a millikelvin deep, whereas a typic
MOT is a kelvin deep. In addition, the light shift due to th
FORT changes the hyperfine repump rate and the op
excitation by the MOT trapping and cooling light, which
responsible for the radiative escape. Taking these effects
account, we were able to model how the loss rate depend
the intensities and detunings of the primary MOT and
pump lasers, as well as the FORT depth. This model expl
the experimentally observed dependencies of the loss rat
these parameters quite well. The loading rate can be
scribed in two parts: a flux of atoms into the volume of t
FORT times a probability of being trapped. Both parts d
pend on the MOT and FORT parameters, including the s
of the FORT.

Here we studied the loading of a FORT with a radi
<60 mm, which is much smaller than the radius of th
MOT. Even with this mismatch of size between the MO
and the FORT, we were able to transfer more than 40%
the atoms initially trapped in the MOT to the FORT. F
FORTs with a radius comparable to that of the MOT, t
description of the loading rate changes, and the loss rate
also behave differently; however, we believe that radiat
escape processes may still be enhanced as compared
MOT. Working with a small waist enables one to ma
deeper traps and achieve tighter confinement. Such co
tions may make it possible to reach, for instance, Bo
Einstein condensation at high temperatures of tens of
crokelvins.
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